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ARANDOM VAR IABLE S AND PROBAB IL ITY
D I STR IBUT IONS

In this appendix we present a brief introduction of the main concepts of probability
and statistics used throughout this thesis in simple terms. More rigorous and formal
approaches can be found in standard books on the topic [Ros98; BH14].

a.1 random variables

Probabilities are usually explained in terms of non-deterministic experiments, in
which it is not possible to know what the outcome of the experiment will be with
full certainty. Typical examples are �ipping a coin or tossing a die. The set of all
possible outcomes is called the sample space of the experiment. In many cases, the
elements of this set are not common mathematical objects (for example, obtaining
heads or tails after �ipping a coin), so a mathematical treatment may be problematic.
For this reason, one of the �rst steps of statistical modeling consists in encoding the
sample set by means of a random variable (r.v.).

A random variable X is a function that maps the sample space to the real line,
providing a numerical summary of the experiment. The mathematical description
of the r.v.; that is, which values ofX are more probable, which are less probable and
which are impossible, is given by its probability distribution.

a.1.1 Discrete random variables

If a random variable X can take a countable (possibly in�nite) number of values,
it is called a discrete random variable. The probability distribution of a discrete
r.v. is de�ned by its probability mass function (PMF) pX(x), or simply p(x), which
gives the probability that the r.v.X takes precisely the value x. If x1, x2, . . . are the
possible values that X can take, then:

p(xi) > 0 i = 1, 2, . . .

p(x) = 0 for any other value of x
(A.1)

A PMF must be properly normalized, such that:

∞∑
i=1

p(xi) = 1 (A.2)

Another way to characterize the probability distribution is via the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) FX(x) (or F(x) to abbreviate), which gives the proba-
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150 random variables and probability distributions

bility thatX takes a value that is less than or equal to x. The CDF can be computed
from the PMF as follows:

F(x) =
∑
xi6x

p(xi) (A.3)

Conversely, if x1 < x2 < . . . , a given p(xi) of the PMF can be computed as:

p(xi) = F(xi) − F(xi−1) (A.4)

It is often instructive to visualize the PMF by plotting p(xi) vs xi. In Figure A.1
the following PMF is shown:

p(1) =
1

4
; p(2) =

1

2
; p(5) =

1

4
(A.5)
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Figure A.1: Visualization of the PMF of equation (A.5).

When dealing with empirical data, the PMF of discrete random variables is
estimated by computing a histogram. For example, in an experiment where a coin
is tossed 4 times, a discrete random variable that summarizes the result could be the
number of heads obtained. The distribution of that r.v. could be determined by
repeating the experiment many times and building the histogram by counting the
frequency of occurrence of 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4 heads in the sequence of experiments. An
estimation of the probability of each outcome is then computed by normalizing
the frequenciesφi by the total number of experimentsN, such that the empirical
probabilities are:

p(xi) =
φi
N

(A.6)
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Notice that
∑
iφi = N, so the probabilities are properly normalized. Figure

A.2 shows the normalized histogram of 1000 realizations of the aforementioned
experiment.
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Figure A.2: Histogram of an experiment that consists in �ipping a coin 4 times and count-
ing the number of heads.

a.1.2 Continuous random variables

A random variableX that can take any real value in a certain interval is a continuous
random variable. Its distribution is characterized by a probability density function
(PDF) fX(x) (or f(x) to simplify notation), which instead of encoding the proba-
bility of each value of X directly, indicates the density of probability at each point
x. Be aware that, since it is a density and not a probability, f(x) can take values
> 1. To obtain a probability, f(x) must be integrated. For example, to compute
the probability that X takes a value in the interval [α,β] we would calculate the
following integral:

P(X ∈ [α,β]) =

∫β
α

f(x)dx (A.7)

Thus, the cumulative distribution function of a continuous r.v. can be deter-
mined by integrating its PDF in the following way:

F(x) =

∫x
−∞ f(x)dx (A.8)

The CDF can also be used to compute the probability ofX taking a value in the
interval [α,β] as follows:

P(X ∈ [α,β]) = F(β) − F(α) (A.9)
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In Figure A.3 we show the PDF and CDF of a continuous r.v. with a normal
distribution of mean 0 and variance 1, which have the following expressions:

f(x) =
1

2
√
2π
e−

x2

2 (A.10)

F(x) =
1

2

[
1+ erf

(
x√
2

)]
(A.11)

Where erf(·) is the error function. We also show the probability of �nding the
r.v. in the intervals [−1.5,−1], [0, 1] and [2, 4] as bars whose span coincide with
the corresponding interval.
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Figure A.3: PDF (blue line) and CDF (dashed green line) of a continuous r.v. with nor-
mal distribution of mean 0 and variance 1. The probabilities of �nding the
continuous r.v. in the intervals [−1.5,−1], [0, 1] and [2, 4] are shown as or-
ange bars with height equal to said probability and span coinciding with the
corresponding interval.

To estimate the distribution of a continuous r.v. from empirical data of a repeated
experiment, a histogram can be built in the following way. First, divide the domain
of the random variable in several consecutive intervals of appropriate size 1, which
will be called bins. The bins should be small enough to reveal the structure of the
distribution but not so small that noise is arti�cially introduced. Then, label the
endpoints of the n intervals as b1, b2, . . . , bn+1 such that bin i corresponds to
the interval [bi, bi+1], and count how many times in the sequence of experiments
the r.v. takes a value within each bin. Now, to get a proper estimation of the PDF we
need to normalize those counts carefully; �rst by taking into account the number
of realizations of the experiment (N) and then by taking into account the width
of the bins. If a frequencyφi has been measured for bin i, the empirical average

1 The appropriate size of the bins is a complex topic [FD81; Sco11] and we will not discuss it here.
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probability density f̄(x) in the interval [bi, bi+1], which will be assigned to the
central point of the interval bci =

bi+bi+1
2 , can be estimated as:

f̄(bci ) =
φi

N(bi+1 − bi)
(A.12)

Considering the width of the bins of the histogram in the normalization is crucial
to obtain a proper PDF. As will be discussed below, in certain situations it is useful
to consider bins of varying width, and if the histogram is not properly normalized,
we could end up with a (very) wrong probability distribution.

a.2 real-world probability distributions

In the context of collective human behavior we are interested in the distributions
of features of individuals. For example, in Chapter 2 we analyze distributions
of number of tweets, retweets, citations, etc. Therefore, instead of talking about
the outcome of an experiment like in the previous sections (for example, getting
3 tails after �ipping a coin 4 times), we talk about the features of individuals (a
certain Twitter user has obtained 143 retweets in a given conversation). Many of
the relevant random variables considered in these studies (for example, retweets or
citations) present distributions with heavy tails2, like the well-known power-law
distribution [CSN09]. Those distributions are characterized by having decreasing
but still signi�cant probabilities for the regions far away from their maxima (the
tails).

In Figure A.4 we show an example of a power law distribution with the following
PDF:

f(x) = (γ− 1)xγ−1m x−γ for γ > 1, xm > 0, x ∈ [xm,∞) (A.13)

With γ = 1.8 and xm = 1. Due to the disproportionately high probability of
low X values with respect to high X values, it is impossible to discern the structure
of these distributions with the usual linear plots (see panel A of Figure A.4), so they
are usually visualized with log-log plots (see panel B of Figure A.4). For the same
reason, it is challenging to build the histogram of empirical samples of a continuous
r.v. with this kind of distribution. If all the bins are of the same size, they will be
either too large to reveal the structure of the distribution, or too small, introducing
noise. A common approach is to use logarithmically spaced bins, which yield a
clearer picture of the PDF. To illustrate this we have estimated the PDF of Figure
A.4 building di�erent histograms from a set of 100k random samples. They are
shown in panel B of Figure A.4 as orange dots (histogram with 20 regularly spaced
bins), green squares (5000 regularly spaced bins) and red crosses (20 logarithmically
spaced bins).

As mentioned above, it is very important to include the width of the intervals in
the normalization of the histogram to obtain a correct PDF. To illustrate this, let

2 When talking about probability distributions, the term tail usually refers to a region of space be-
tween a certain value and±∞ where the distribution decreases monotonously and goes asymptoti-
cally to zero.
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Figure A.4: PDF of the power law given by equation (A.13) in a linear plot (A) and in a
log-log plot (B). Panel B also shows estimations of the PDF from 100k ran-
dom samples computed with a histogram with 20 regularly spaced bins (or-
ange dots), 5000 regularly spaced bins (green squares) and 20 logarithmically
spaced bins (red crosses).

us consider 100k samples of a continuous r.v. distributed uniformly in the interval
[0, 1]. If we use a histogram of regularly spaced bins to estimate the distribution
and normalize the frequencies only by the size of the sample, we end up with the
histogram represented as orange dots in panel A of Figure A.5. It has the correct
shape, but the values are wrong (it is not a PDF), as the width of the intervals have
not been taken into account. Now, if we instead use a histogram of logarithmically
spaced bins and only normalize by the sample size, we end up with the histogram
represented as green squares in panel A of Figure A.5. Not only are the values wrong,
but the shape is completely misleading, as it looks nothing like the original. The
properly normalized histograms are shown in panel B of Figure A.5, where it can
be appreciated that both clearly coincide with the actual PDF.
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Figure A.5: Uniform PDF in the interval [0, 1] and histograms computed with 100k ran-
dom samples. A: histograms with regular bins (orange dots) and logarithmi-
cally spaced bins (green squares) normalized by dividing the frequency of each
bin by the total number of samples. B: histograms with regular bins (orange
dots) and logarithmically spaced bins (green squares) normalized by dividing
the frequency of each bin by the total number of samples and the width of the
bin to obtain a proper density.

a.3 random vectors and joint probability distributions

In some experiments there are more than one relevant random variables. In those
cases, a random vector (X1, X2, . . . , Xk) can be built to characterize the outcomes.
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Random vectors lead naturally to the de�nition of joint probability distributions;
that is, functions of the sample space that encode the probability of obtaining a
speci�c vector (x1, x2, . . . , xk). The variables of a random vector may be discrete,
continuous or mixed.

If all the variables of a random vector are discrete, a discrete joint probability
distribution P(x1, x2, . . . , xk) must be de�ned, and if they are all continuous,
we must de�ne a continuous joint probability distributionϕ(x1, x2, . . . , xk). If
we are interested only in the distribution of one of the variables, all the possible
outcomes of the other ones can be summed (resp. integrated) to obtain the marginal
probability mass function (resp. density function) of the variable of interest like as
follows:

pXi(xi) =
∑
x1

∑
x2

· · ·
∑
xi−1

∑
xi+1

· · ·
∑
xk

P(x1, x2, . . . , xk) (A.14)

fXi(xi) =

∫∞
−∞ · · ·

∫∞
−∞ϕ(x1, x2, . . . , xk)dx1dx2 . . . dxi−1dxi+1 . . . dxk

(A.15)

This process is called marginalization. The intuitive notion is illustrated in panel
A of Figure A.6 with a bivariate example, in which the expressions for the marginal
probability distributions are:

pX1(x1) =
∑
x2

P(x1, x2) (A.16)

fX1(x1) =

∫∞
−∞ϕ(x1, x2)dx2 (A.17)
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Figure A.6: Bivariate joint probability distribution P(x1, x2) shown as a 3D surface.
A: Diagram of the aggregation process to compute the marginal probabil-
ity p(x1). B: Diagram of the computation of the conditional probability
p(x1|x2) from the joint probability distribution P(x1, x2).

We may also be interested in the values that one (or several) of the variables
can take when the others are �xed to certain speci�c values. That is, what are the
conditional probability distribution of a variable given that the values of the others
are known. The formulas for discrete and continuous joint probability distributions
are:
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p(xi|x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xk) =
P(x1, . . . , xk)

P(x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xk)
(A.18)

f(xi|x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xk) =
ϕ(x1, . . . , xk)

ϕ(x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xk)
(A.19)

The intuitive notion is illustrated in panel B of Figure A.6 with a bivariate
example, in which the expressions for the marginal probability distributions are:

p(x1|x2) =
P(x1, x2)

p(x2)
(A.20)

f(x1|x2) =
ϕ(x1, x2)

f(x2)
(A.21)

The conditioning process can be viewed as �xing a speci�c value x∗2 such that the
joint distribution P(x1, x∗2) only depends on x1 and then normalizing P(x1, x∗2)
by the total probability of obtaining x∗2, which is determined by the marginal
distribution p(x∗2).



BDESCR I PT ION OF THE DATASETS

b.1 twitter datasets

We have worked with datasets extracted from di�erent Twitter conversations. Each
dataset has been retrieved by searching for tweets containing one of a given set of
keywords during a speci�c period of time. In table B.1 we present the keywords
used to build each dataset as well as the number of users that took part in each
conversation, the number of tweets they published and the time period considered
in each case.

Here we provide some information on the contexts of the Twitter datasets:

• Spanish elections 2015: Campaign of the Spanish General Elections held on
20 December 2015 [ElP15b; MGLB18]. See Appendix F.1 for more informa-
tion regarding the sociopolitical context.

• Spanish elections 2016: Campaign of the Spanish General Elections held on
26 June 2016 [Rai16]. See Appendix F.1 for more information regarding the
sociopolitical context.

• Dock workers con�ict: A labor dispute around the liberalization of the
stevedoring activity in Spanish docks [Uec].

• Palestine: This dataset tries to capture the online conversations regarding the
con�ict around Palestine.

• PSOE crisis: The Spanish Socialist’s Workers Party (Partido Socialista Obrero
Español) underwent a crisis that forced its leader dismissal on 28 September
2016 [Jon17].

• Catalan elections 2015: Elections for the regional government of Catalonia
held on 27 September 2015 [ElP15a].

• Basque elections 2016: Elections for the regional government of the Basque
Country held on 25 September 2016 [Wik19b].

• Spanish regional elections 2015: Elections for the regional parliaments of
thirteen out of the seventeen autonomous communities in Spain and local
elections for all the municipalities held on 24 May 2015 [Wik19a].

• Madrid-Barcelona match: A football match held on 23 December 2017 [Par]
between the two top-teams [Wik18b] of the Spanish football league: Real
Madrid Club de Fútbol and Barcelona Fútbol Club.

• HSR con�ict: Protests in the city of Murcia, Spain, around the building of a
wall for the high speed rail (HSR) that would divide the city [Mur].

• PSOE primary: The election held by the Spanish Socialist’s Workers Party to
choose new leadership after the crisis of 2016 [Wik18a].
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Dataset Keywords No. Tweets No. Users Time interval Time span/days

Spanish elecions 2015 20D, 20D2015, #EleccionesGenerales2015 2779072 200159 2015/11/11 – 2016/05/09 180

Spanish elections 2016 26J, 26J2016, #EleccionesGenerales2016, #Elecciones26J 2814781 174110 2016/05/09 – 2016/11/13 188

Dock workers con�ict estiba, estibadores 218328 13489 2017/05/26 – 2017/07/14 49

Palestine Gaza, Ġazza, palestine, jerusalem, Yerushaláyim, Yerushalayim, yerussalem, quds, [same
words in hebrew and arabic]

3782389 372031 2017/12/20 – 2018/01/11 22

PSOE crisis psoe 4766675 191260 2016/09/30 – 2016/11/04 35

Catalan elections 2015 27s, 27s2015 90009 8130 2015/09/10 – 2015/09/15 5

Basque elections 2016 25s 97835 8535 2016/09/16 – 2016/09/27 11

Spanish regional elections 2015 24m 202865 20710 2015/05/21 – 2015/05/26 5

Madrid-Barcelona match madrid barsa, madrid barça, futbol madrid, fútbol madrid, futbol barcelona, fútbol
barcelona, futbol barsa, fútbol barsa, fútbol barça, futbol barça, elclasico, elclásico,
fcbarcelona, fcbarcelona_es, fcbarcelona_cat, realmadrid, clasico futbol, clásico futbol,
clasico fútbol, clásico fútbol, clasico madrid, clásico madrid, clasico barsa, clasico barça,
clásico barsa, clásico barça

1394346 205991 2017/12/22 – 2017/12/25 3

Murcia’s HSR con�ict soterramientoya, soterramientomu, noalmuromurcia, alasvias, alasvías 129617 4208 2017/10/06 – 2017/11/17 42

PSOE primary primarias psoe 95874 13914 2017/05/20 – 2017/05/25 5

FARC referendum colombia acuerdo, colombia tratado,colombia farc, colombia referendum, referendum
farc, tratado farc, acuerdo farc, colombia voto, colombia votar

325050 40454 2016/10/07 – 2016/11/03 27

Turkish referendum Turkeyreferendum 119250 13021 2017/04/15 – 2017/04/18 3

Argentinian retirement plans reforma argentina, disturbios argentina, pension argentina, pensión argentina, pen-
siones argentina, protesta argentina, protestar argentina, protestas argentina, violencia
argentina, macri, mauriciomacri, cacerola argentina, cacerolas argentina

4194063 265418 2017/12/21 – 2018/02/14 55

Catalan independence 1-O, 1O, procés, proces, procès, cataluña, catalunya, referendum, parlament, generalitat,
catalans, catalanes, catalan, catalán, puigdemont, independencia, independència, urna,
155, dui

36090661 2511319 15/09/2017 – 04/11/2017 50

2019 28A Spanish elections https://pastebin.pl/view/84efeb1b (*) 17706517 1339514 2019/04/11 – 2019/04/30 19

2019 10N Spanish elections https://pastebin.pl/view/84efeb1b (*) 18887413 1975843 2019/11/01 – 2019/11/11 11

Table B.1: Description of the Twitter datasets. (*) Due to the high quantity of keywords of the 28A and 10N Spanish elections of 2019, we have put them in an online repository.

https://pastebin.pl/view/84efeb1b
https://pastebin.pl/view/84efeb1b
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• FARC referendum: A referendum to ratify the �nal agreement on the termi-
nation of the Colombian con�ict between the Colombian government and
the FARC guerillas was held on 2 October 2016. It failed with 50.2% voting
against it and 49.8% voting in favor [BBC].

• Turkish referendum: A constitutional referendum was held throughout
Turkey on 16 April 2017 on whether to approve 18 proposed amendments
to the Turkish constitution that would replace the existing parliamentary
system of government by an executive presidency [YS17].

• Argentinian retirement plans: A reform of the public retirement plans system
in Argentina passed by the government on 19 December 2017 triggered
violent protests [Coh17].

• Catalan independence: A conversation around the issue of the independence
of the Spanish region of Catalonia. See Appendix F.2 for more information
regarding the sociopolitical context.

• 2019 28A Spanish elections: Spanish general elections held on the 28 April
2019 [GC19].

• 2019 10N Spanish elections: Spanish general elections held on 10 November
2019 [Jon19].

b.2 scientific citations datasets

We have queried the Web of Science [Cla] to extract all the scienti�c papers pub-
lished in several countries as well as their authors and the citation data for both
papers and authors. The data spans from 2008 to 2017. Although the authors are
associated to a given country, the citations they receive come from any author in any
country. In table B.2 we show the number of papers and authors for each country.

b.3 wikipedia editions dataset

The Wikipedia editions dataset has been retrieved from the Stanford Large Network
Dataset Collection [Sna]. It contains data about the editions made by users on the
Wikipedia pages from the beginning of the Wikipedia project on 15 January 2001
to January 2008. In this case, we have only one dataset, which corresponds to the
English Wikipedia, that includes 250 million registered editions by 2.3 million
users. In Wikipedia users can edit regular article pages, the talk pages associated
to each article to coordinate the redaction and also personal user pages, that are
intended as a way of exchanging direct messages between users.
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Dataset No. Publications No. Authors
Argentina 89070 56095
Brazil 406493 211829
Chile 68375 53318
Colombia 41106 45983
Cuba 10570 8723
Finland 118223 82957
Greece 106241 71089
Iceland 9623 16725
Israel 133219 75765
New Zealand 86875 54900
Poland 233673 122556
Portugal 122848 85512
Spain 524770 261740
Venezuela 12488 8921

Table B.2: Description of the datasets of scienti�c citations.



CTWITTER COMMUNICAT ION MECHANI SMS AND
TWITTER AP I

c.1 how does twitter work

In this section we will brie�y describe some of the characteristics of Twitter. Specif-
ically, the means of communication among users, which will be the source used to
build the networks of interactions.

In Twitter there are several mechanisms of interaction among users. The �rst
one is to follow other users. A user will receive every tweet that her followees post.
Besides, there are �ve other mechanisms of interaction within the social network:
the direct message, the mention, the retweet, the quote and the reply. We will focus
on the mentions and the retweets, as they are the most widely used.

The mention is a public direct communication mechanism. It consists in includ-
ing the name of a user in a tweet ([..]@username[...]). This way, the mentioned
user will receive the message even if she is not following the user that posted it.
There is a convention in Twitter according to which, whenever a given user is men-
tioned inside a tweet, the mention mechanism is used, independently of whether
the intention is to establish a communication with the target user or not.

The retweet is a broadcast mechanism. Every retweeted message by a user is
forwarded to her followers the same way as an original tweet. In a political context
retweeting usually, but not always, implies the endorsement of the ideas contained
in the message [Met+15].

c.2 twitter api

The Twitter API (Application Programming Interface) has been used to obtain the
data for most of the studies carried out in this thesis. The Twitter API o�ers several
mechanisms to download tweets, user information, trends... [Twib].

We have mainly used the streaming endpoint of the API [Twia] with the tweepy
python module [Roe] to download tweets matching a set of keywords in real time.
In principle, the API allows to obtain a random sample of 1% of the total Twitter
tra�c [Mor+13], so queries with a small �ow of tweets may yield almost all the
relevant messages [Cam+18]. We performed experiments by looking for very speci�c
text strings and posting messages containing them and the API found all of them.
However, it is important to note that Twitter and its API work as a black box, so we
can only hope that the documentation is correct and that Twitter do not change its
data availability policies during the download process. Nevertheless, in this thesis
we have found strong connections between the calculations made with Twitter data
and the o�ine events under study, which gives us a reason to trust the API to a
certain extent.
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In this appendix we show the resulting theoretical e�ciency distributions obtained
from applying the models described in Chapter 2 to all the datasets of Twitter and
the scienti�c citations network.
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Figure D.1: E�ciency distributions corresponding to the InV model applied to the Twit-
ter datasets. The plots show the empirical e�ciency distribution (blue dots),
the Monte-Carlo simulation (orange squares) and the analytical expression of
equation (2.12) (green line).
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Figure D.2: E�ciency distributions corresponding to the IdA model applied to the
Twitter datasets. The plots show the empirical e�ciency distribution (blue
dots), the Monte-Carlo simulation (orange squares), the discrete computation
(dashed red line) and the analytical expression of equation (2.21) (green line).
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Figure D.3: E�ciency distributions corresponding to the DiA model applied to the Twit-
ter datasets. The plots show the empirical e�ciency distribution (blue dots),
the Monte-Carlo simulation (orange squares) and the discrete computation
(dashed red line).
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Figure D.4: E�ciency distributions corresponding to the InV model applied to the sci-
enti�c citations datasets. The plots show the empirical e�ciency distribution
(blue dots), the Monte-Carlo simulation (orange squares) and the analytical
expression of equation (2.12) (green line).
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Figure D.5: E�ciency distributions corresponding to the IdA model applied to the sci-
enti�c citations datasets. The plots show the empirical e�ciency distribution
(blue dots), the Monte-Carlo simulation (orange squares), the discrete compu-
tation (dashed red line) and the analytical expression of equation (2.21) (green
line).





EINTERMED IATE F IT S TO GET THE EFF IC I ENCY
D I STR IBUT ION

In this Appendix we detail all the intermediate computations that need to be per-
formed in order to obtain the e�ciency distribution for each one of the three models
developed in Chapter 2: the independent variables (InV) model, the identical actors
(IdA) model and the distinguishable actors (DiA) model. In particular, we present
�ts of the data to heavy-tailed distributions performed with the powerlaw python
package [ABP14].

e.1 hybrid fitting methodology for the p(r) and p(F) dis-
tributions

The hybrid methodology has been developed to �t several distributions in order to
obtain the most faithful reproduction of the data, such that the errors committed
when performing numerical computations are minimized.

Since the empirical distributions of discrete variables k analyzed in this work
present a heavy tail (see SI), the highest probabilities are associated to low values of
k, where the empirical distribution is very well de�ned. The smaller probabilities,
which correspond to high values of k, show a more noisy behavior due to a lack of
data. Also, beyond a certain threshold there are no more data points.

Taking this into account, the empirical distribution has been �t by taking the
raw empirical values pempk of the probabilities for low k and then �tting the tail
of the distribution to a theoretical one with probabilities pfitk . In particular, the
lognormal and the truncated power law distributions have been employed. The
tail is de�ned as those values of kwhich are larger than a given threshold q. The
resulting hybrid distribution has the following form:

p(k) =

pempk if k 6 q

Cpfitk if k > q
(E.1)

Where the normalization constantC can be obtained by properly normalizing
p(k):

C =

∞∑
k=q

p
emp
k (E.2)

With this methodology a very faithful representation of p(k) is obtained and
we are able to compute the probabilities for values of k that are missing in the data;
in particular, very high and unlikely values.
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The distribution of response to single actions has been modeled with this method-
ology using a lognormal and the follower distribution has been �t employing a
truncated power law for the tail. The resulting �ts are presented below.

e.2 independent variables model

In the InV model we �t the probability density functions (PDFs) of activityA and
response R to two di�erent statistical distributions: the power law (PL) and the
exponentially truncated power law (TPL). The former is used to characterize the
deviation of this model from the empirical results and the latter to reproduce the
empirical distribution of e�ciency. In this section, we present the resulting �ts of
the data to those models.

The expression employed for the power law distribution is the following:

f(x) = (γ− 1)xγ−1minx
−γ (E.3)

Where xmin corresponds to the minimum value of x. The exponentially trun-
cated power law distribution can be written as:

f(x) =
λ1−α

Γ(1− α, λxmin)
x−αe−λx (E.4)

e.2.1 Scientific citations

The e�ciency distribution according to the InV model in the case of the scienti�c
citations datasets was computed by adopting the truncated power law models for
the fR(R) and fA(A) PDFs. However, as the empirical distributions present a
very noisy behavior towards the tail, instead of using the whole datasets, the data
selected to perform the �ts corresponded toA ∈ [1, 30] and R ∈ [2, 300]. The
resulting �ts are shown in green in Figures E.1 and E.2, where the raw data are
represented as blue dots and the data used to perform the �ts as orange squares.
Notice that, although the �ts were not performed using the full range of the data,
the empirical distributions of e�ciency were computed without �ltering out any
data. The parametersα and λ of equation (E.4) computed for each �t are presented
in table E.1.

e.2.2 Twitter

The distributions of activity and response for the Twitter datasets were also modeled
with TPL. Additionally, the distribution of response and the right tail of the distri-
bution of e�ciency for Twitter were also �t to a regular PL in order to determine
the departure of the InV model with respect to the data. The �ts that have been
obtained are presented in Figures E.3, E.4 and E.5. The parameters of equations
(E.3) and (E.4) for the response distributions as well as the parameters of equation
(E.4) for the activity distribution are presented in table E.3.
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Figure E.1: Fit of the empirical distribution of activity of the scienti�c citations network to
a truncated power law. Blue dots correspond to the full data and orange squares
to the data selected to perform the �t (A ∈ [1, 30]).
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Figure E.2: Fit of the empirical distribution of response of the scienti�c citations network
to a truncated power law. Blue dots correspond to the full data and orange
squares to the data selected to perform the �t (R ∈ [2, 300]).
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Figure E.3: Fit of the empirical distribution of activity of the Twitter datasets to a power
law (dashed green line) and to a truncated power law (continuous orange line).
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Figure E.4: Fit of the empirical distribution of response of the Twitter datasets to a power
law (dashed green line) and to a truncated power law (continuous orange line).
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e.2.3 Wikipedia

In the case of the Wikipedia dataset, the distributions ofA andR have been modeled
with TPL. The resulting �ts are presented in Figures E.6 and E.7 and the parameters
of equation (E.4) in table E.2.

e.3 identical actors model

The IdA model requires the distribution of response to single actions p(r) and the
distribution of activity p(A) as inputs. In Chapter 2 three di�erent methodolo-
gies are proposed to solve this model: Monte-Carlo simulation, direct numerical
computation (equations (2.17), (2.2) and (2.3)) and an analytical approximation
(equation (2.21)). In the �rst two methodologies a hybrid approach (explained in
Section E.1) is adopted to �t the empirical distributions of r for some of the systems
(for others, a regular �t is performed). Here, we present the resulting �ts for every
system.

In the hybrid methodology, the tail of the p(r) distribution is modeled as a
lognormal with the following expression:

f(x) =

√
2

πσ2

[
erfc

(
log xmin − µ√

2σ

)]
1

x
e
−

(logx−µ)2

2σ2 (E.5)

Where erfc(·) is the error function. With respect to the analytical approximation
of the model presented in equation (2.21), both r andA are modeled as continuous
random variables distributed as power laws. These �ts are also presented in this
section.

e.3.1 Scientific citations

The distribution of activity p(A) of the scienti�c citations network for the numer-
ical computation of the IdA model was modeled as a TPL and the resulting �t was
already shown in Figure E.1. In order to compute the analytical approximation of
the e�ciency distribution, p(A) was also �t to a power law. The resulting �ts are
shown in Figure E.8 and the corresponding parameters of equation (E.3) in table
E.1.

In order to compute the IdA model numerically, The p(r) on the other hand
was �t to a lognormal distribution using the hybrid methodology for the interval
r ∈ [1,∞) and maintaining the empirical probability for r = 0. The results are
shown in Figure E.9 and the parameters of the �t are presented in table E.1. For
the analytical approximation of the IdA model, we have modeled p(r) as a PL.
We have �t the data of r to a PL by computing the optimal rmin that optimizes
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance [CSN09] with the methodology implemented
in [ABP14]. The results are shown in Figure E.10 and the parameters of the �ts
presented in table E.1. As can be seen, whereas the hybrid distributions of Figure
E.9 show a very good agreement with the data, the PL �ts of Figure E.10 are only
good for the tail. The lower values of r present a large divergence between the data
and the �tting line. This causes the analytical approximation of the IdA model to
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Figure E.5: Fit of the right tail of the distribution of e�ciency of the Twitter datasets to a
power law.
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Figure E.6: Fit of the empirical distribution of activity of the Wikipedia dataset to a power
law (dashed green line) and to a truncated power law (continuous orange line).
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Figure E.7: Fit of the empirical distribution of response of the Wikipedia dataset to a TPL.
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Figure E.8: Fit of the empirical distribution of activity of the scienti�c citations network
datasets to a PL.
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perform poorly in the case of the scienti�c citations datasets, as will be discussed in
Section E.3.4.

e.3.2 Twitter

The activity distribution of the Twitter datasets for the numerical computation
of the IdA model was modeled as a TPL, so the resulting �t was already shown
in Figure E.3. In order to compute the analytical approximation of the e�ciency
distribution, the p(A) was also �t to a power law. The resulting �ts are also shown
in Figure E.3 and the corresponding parameters of expression (E.3) in table E.3.

Thep(r) on the other hand was �t using the hybrid methodology to a lognormal
distribution for r ∈ [1,∞)maintaining the empirical probability for r = 0 in order
to compute the IdA model numerically. The results are shown in Figure E.11 and
the parameters of the �t are presented in table E.3. For the analytical approximation
of the IdA model, we have modeled p(r) as a PL. We have �t the data of r to a PL
following the same methodology as for the scienti�c citations datasets. The results
are shown in Figure E.12 and the parameters of the �ts presented in table E.3.

e.3.3 Wikipedia

The distribution of activity in the case of Wikipedia was �t to a TPL to compute
the IdA model. The result was shown in Figure E.6. The analytical approximation
of the model was computed with a PL �t of the activity distribution, which is also
presented in Figure E.6. The parameters of equation (E.3) can be consulted in table
E.2.

The p(r) on the other hand was �t using the hybrid methodology to a PL
distribution for r ∈ [4,∞) maintaining the empirical probability for r ∈ [0, 4)
in order to compute the IdA model numerically. The results are shown in Figure
E.13 and the parameters of the �t are presented in table E.2. For the analytical
approximation of the IdA model, we have modeled p(r) as a PL. We have �t the
data of r to a PL following the same methodology as for the scienti�c citations and
Twitter datasets. The results are shown in Figure E.14 and the parameters of the �ts
presented in table E.2.

e.3.4 The error associated to the power-law fit of p(r) a�ects the quality
of the IdA model’s analytical approximation

In Section 2.2.3.2 it is observed that the analytical approximation of the IdA model
shows di�erent levels of agreement with the Monte-Carlo simulations and the
numerical computations. Here we show that the main cause for this deviation is
the error associated to the power law �t of the distribution of response to single
actions p(r).

We have focused on the di�erences in the right tail of the e�ciency distribution
between the numerical and analytical computations. Given the heterogeneous na-
ture of this distribution, we have measured these di�erences as the mean squared
error of the logarithm of the probabilities. Therefore, if fnum(ηi) is the average
probability density associated to interval i of the histogram according to the nu-
merical computation and fappr(ηi) is the average probability density associated
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Figure E.9: Hybrid lognormal �t of the empirical distribution of response to single actions
of the scienti�c citations network datasets.
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Figure E.10: Power law �t of the empirical distribution of response to single actions of the
scienti�c citations network datasets.
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Figure E.11: Hybrid lognormal �t of the empirical distribution of response to single ac-
tions of the Twitter datasets.
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Figure E.12: Power law �t of the empirical distribution of response to single actions of the
Twitter datasets.
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Figure E.13: Hybrid PL �t of the empirical distribution of response to single actions of the
Wikipedia dataset.
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Figure E.14: Power law �t of the empirical distribution of response to single actions of the
Wikipedia dataset.
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to the same interval according to the analytical derivation, the mean squared error
εη would be:

εη =

√∑n
i=1(log[fappr(ηi)] − log[fnum(ηi)])2

n
(E.6)

Wheren is the number of bins used to compute the histogram. We have measured
the error committed whenp(r) is �t to a power law in an analogous way. Letpempr

the empirical probability associated to value r of the response to single actions and
pfitr the probability associated to the same value according to the power law �t.
The mean squared error εr associated to this �t would be:

εr =

√∑
r(log[pfitr ] − log[pempr ])2

n
(E.7)

In this case the sum runs over all the possible values of rwith non-zero empirical
probabilities.

In Figure E.15 the relationship between εr and εη can be clearly appreciated.
It is worth pointing out that this relationship seems to follow the same tendency
for all the systems under study. Figure E.15 also shows that the scienti�c citations
system presents the worse agreements between the analytical approximation and
numerical computation of the IdA model due to the lower quality of the PL �ts of
the p(r) distribution.

e.4 distinguishable actors model: twitter fits

The DiA model is de�ned by the conditional distribution of response for single
actions r given the feature vector~s of the individual: p(r|~s). Twitter was the only
system analyzed under this model because of the inherent complication of de�ning
and quantifying the relevant characteristics of an individual that determine her
ability to trigger a response in an arbitrary setting. In the case of Twitter, the response
only depends on the number of followers F of the individual and on an infection
probability pinf that is considered constant for every action and every individual:

p(r|~s) = p(r|F) = B(r; F, pinf) (E.8)

Where B(k;n, p) is a binomial distribution of a variable k with n Bernoulli
trials and p success probability. The distribution of e�ciency is computed in this
case with equations (2.35), (2.2) and (2.3).

Consequently, in order to solve the DiA model for Twitter it is necessary to
compute the value of pinf, which is accomplished by performing a Maximum
Likelihood Estimation (MLE) of p(r), and �t p(F), which is carried out with the
hybrid methodology presented in Section E.1. In this section we present the results
for the MLE of pinf and the �ts of the follower distribution p(F).
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The e�ective pinf of a given dataset can be computed by maximizing the fol-
lowing log-likelihood function:

L =
∑
i

log

[∑
F

p(F)B(robsi ; F, pinf)

]
(E.9)

Where robsi are observed values of response to single actions. However, given
the enormous quantity of data, the optimization process can be very slow. In order
to perform the computations faster, samples of the r data for each dataset were
employed instead of the whole dataset. Speci�cally, we took 10 di�erent samples of
1000 robsi each and computed the average pinf for each dataset, obtaining also a
standard deviation. The results are shown in table E.4.

The hybrid distribution of p(F), which has been obtained by modeling the
tail of the distribution with a PL, is shown in Figure E.16 and the corresponding
parameters in table E.3.
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Figure E.15: Relationship between the �tting error committed when p(r) is modeled as a
power law (εr) and the deviation of the analytical approximation with respect
to the numerical computation of the IdA model (εη) in the right tail of the
e�ciency distribution f(η).

Figure E.16: Fit of the empirical distribution of followers of the Twitter datasets to the
empirical values with a PL tail.
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Dataset A R η r

TPL PL TPL PL PL Hybrid lognormal PL
α λ γ α λ γ γ q µ σ xmin γ

Argentina 2,273 8,237E-02 2,745 1,106 1,174E-02 1,564 1,696 1 2,085 1,174 31 2,676
Brazil 1,777 1,004E-01 2,442 1,443 5,039E-03 1,663 1,824 1 1,905 1,168 37 2,896
Chile 2,058 8,609E-02 2,592 1,062 9,894E-03 1,524 1,696 1 2,087 1,282 46 2,732
Colombia 2,324 2,839E-02 2,540 1,000 6,063E-03 1,438 1,702 1 1,851 1,373 29 2,541
Cuba 2,757 4,929E-03 2,793 1,000 5,689E-03 1,401 1,855 1 1,841 1,286 37 2,698
Finland 1,890 7,885E-02 2,438 1,050 1,388E-02 1,560 1,723 1 2,486 1,184 63 2,679
Greece 2,134 6,302E-02 2,554 1,127 1,046E-02 1,560 1,841 1 2,249 1,219 39 2,705
Iceland 2,239 1,058E-01 2,808 1,000 8,178E-03 1,413 1,489 1 2,566 1,363 26 2,130
Israel 2,192 5,861E-02 2,581 1,137 1,152E-02 1,576 1,733 1 2,319 1,271 95 2,760
New Zealand 2,121 5,215E-02 2,494 1,121 9,706E-03 1,548 1,685 1 2,341 1,199 55 2,693
Poland 1,694 8,122E-02 2,310 1,250 6,862E-03 1,577 1,835 1 1,840 1,241 30 2,617
Portugal 2,055 5,369E-02 2,450 1,140 1,053E-02 1,567 1,745 1 2,324 1,181 51 2,890
Spain 1,687 1,056E-01 2,401 1,332 9,494E-03 1,657 1,911 1 2,349 1,211 87 2,837
Venezuela 1,008 4,269E-01 2,873 1,183 1,156E-02 1,599 1,585 1 1,679 1,364 38 2,542

Table E.1: Parameters of each �t performed with the scienti�c citations datasets.
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A R η r

TPL PL TPL PL PL Hybrid lognormal PL
α λ γ α λ γ γ q µ σ xmin γ

1,521 1,222E-04 1,543 1,848 4,790E-04 1,864 2,784 4 -0,606 0,938 4 3,966

Table E.2: Parameters of each �t performed with the Wikipedia data.
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Dataset A R η r F

TPL PL TPL PL PL Hybrid lognormal PL Hybrid TPL
α λ γ α λ γ γ q µ σ xmin γ q α λ

Spanish elections 2016 1,864 5,407E-03 1,935 1,471 5,478E-04 1,535 1,937 1 -0,136 1,889 125 2,509 500 1,806 1,067E-08
Spanish elections 2015 1,903 3,891E-03 1,956 1,476 7,432E-04 1,547 1,965 1 -0,193 1,846 60 2,465 500 1,813 1,100E-08
Dock workers con�ict 2,066 2,352E-03 2,092 1,477 4,368E-04 1,535 1,736 1 -1,665 2,607 41 2,119 500 1,625 3,462E-07
Palestine 2,171 1,614E-03 2,187 1,576 2,086E-04 1,605 1,725 1 -3,197 2,864 41 2,101 500 1,610 9,378E-08
PSOE crisis 1,597 5,649E-03 1,719 1,470 2,550E-04 1,519 1,850 1 -1,877 2,434 222 2,549 500 1,817 1,368E-07
Catalan elections 2015 2,107 1,009E-02 2,179 1,387 2,506E-03 1,526 1,854 1 0,035 1,806 10 2,138 500 1,789 5,998E-07
Basque elections 2016 2,302 9,530E-07 2,302 1,405 1,544E-03 1,518 1,767 1 0,124 1,865 11 2,193 500 1,631 5,265E-07
Regional elections 2015 2,119 4,747E-03 2,160 1,418 2,923E-03 1,555 1,942 1 0,041 1,622 7 2,225 500 1,768 6,663E-07
Madrid-Barcelona match 2,408 5,166E-03 2,436 1,751 8,344E-06 1,753 1,723 1 -990,155 37,169 2 1,706 500 1,729 7,164E-09
HSR con�ict 1,988 4,346E-04 1,997 1,338 6,188E-04 1,441 1,746 1 1,290 1,424 36 2,575 500 1,611 6,389E-08
PSOE primary 2,438 3,240E-03 2,456 1,563 1,001E-03 1,624 1,782 1 -1,084 2,234 32 2,251 500 1,605 3,774E-07
FARC referendum 2,045 8,271E-03 2,113 1,485 9,829E-04 1,562 1,795 1 -1,268 2,228 7 1,981 500 1,561 1,496E-07
Turkish referendum 2,481 7,584E-03 2,516 1,559 5,781E-04 1,607 1,747 1 -1,516 2,412 90 2,712 500 1,518 2,928E-08
Argentinian retirement plans 1,825 3,261E-03 1,881 1,553 7,963E-05 1,574 1,835 1 -4,597 3,220 4 1,791 500 1,772 2,955E-09

Table E.3: Parameters of each �t performed with the Twitter datasets.
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Dataset pinf/10
−3 ∆pinf/10

−3

Spanish elections 2016 1,56 0,14
Spanish elections 2015 1,41 0,08
Dock workers con�ict 1,05 0,06
Palestine 0,47 0,04
PSOE crisis 1,07 0,10
Catalan elections 2015 3,2 0,4
Basque elections 2016 1,69 0,14
Regional elections 2015 1,64 0,09
Madrid-Barcelona match 0,23 0,04
HSR con�ict 5,3 0,5
PSOE primary 0,50 0,05
FARC referendum 0,41 0,06
Turkish referendum 0,88 0,08
Argentinian retirement plans 0,69 0,07

Table E.4: Values of pinf estimated through MLE for the Twitter datasets. The averages
and standard deviations obtained for 10 samples of 1000 instances each are pre-
sented.
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In this chapter we provide a thorough description of the sociopolitical contexts
around the Spanish General Elections of 2015 and 2016, and around the Catalan
independence referendum held on 2017.

f.1 the spanish general elections of 2015 and 2016

Spain has a bicameral parliamentary system, where the lower house is called Congress
of Deputies and the upper house, the Senate. For elections to the Congress of
Deputies, held every four years, each of the 50 provinces serves as an electoral dis-
trict, with the number of deputies representing it determined by its population.
Under a proportional representation electoral system governed by the d’Hondt
formula, ballots are cast for a provincewide party list rather than for candidates
representing individual constituencies.

About four-�fths of the members of the Senate are directly elected via a plurality
system at the provincial level. Each province is entitled to four representatives; voters
cast ballots for three candidates, and those with the most votes are elected. The re-
mainder of the senators are appointed by the regional legislatures. Because represen-
tation is not based upon population, in the Senate smaller and more-rural provinces
generally are overrepresented in relation to their overall population [RO18]. Hence,
with the end of illustrating the Spanish political landscape, in this work we have
chosen to report only the results for the Congress of Deputies, as the distribution
of seats is supposed to be more representative.

On 20 December 2015, the Spanish general elections were held. The PP (Partido
Popular - People’s Party) and the PSOE (Partido Socialista Obrero Español - Spanish
Socialist Workers’ Party), which constituted the traditional two-party system had
lost a lot of social support, while the emerging parties Podemos (We can) and Cs
(Ciudadanos - Citizens) were on the rise. This caused a transition from a two-party
system to a multi-party system [OC16; FGL18].

In spite of that, the PP, which was holding the government, was still leading
the polls. The rest of the parties were behind but not too far away. In fact, the
supports for the other three main parties �uctuated so much during the year before
the election that it seemed impossible to predict, by looking at the polls, which
would be the �nal ranking of votes [Wik16].

The result was a fragmented parliament where no party held an absolute majority
and large coalitions were needed to form a government. The votes and seats that
each party obtained are displayed in table F.1. After several months of negotiations
there was no agreement between any group of parties large enough to obtain a
parliamentary majority that would allow the formation of a government. This led
to the announcement of a new election on the 26 June 2016.

Before this new election, one of the emerging parties, Podemos, formed a coali-
tion with IU (Izquierda Unida - United Left). This alliance was called UP (Unidos
Podemos - United We Can).
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votes seats
2015 2016 2015 2016

PP 7236965 7941236 123 137

PSOE 5545315 5443846 90 85

Podemos 5212711
5087538

69
71

IU 926783 2

Cs 3514528 3141570 40 32

Others 2775011 2665069 26 25

Table F.1: Results of the Spanish general elections of 20 December 2015 and 26 June 2016.
Podemos and IU are together in 2016 because they formed a coalition called UP.

The 2016 election resulted in a parliament that was almost as fragmented as
the one in 2015. The votes and seats obtained by each party are also presented in
table F.1. In October 2016, the PP �nally won the appointment vote and formed a
minority government 1.

f.2 the catalan independence issue

Catalonia is an autonomous region in the northeastern of Spain where there is
an important social and political movement bidding for independence. From the
17th century this territorial con�ict has intermittently dominated Spanish a�airs.
During the decade of 2010’s, support for Catalan independence grew, leading to an
increase in the regional parliamentary representation of pro-independence parties:
Partit Demòcrata Europeu Català (Catalan European Democratic Party) or PdeCat,
Esquerra Republicana de Catalunya (Republican Left of Catalonia) or ERC and
Candidatura d’Unitat Popular (Popular Unity Candidacy) or CUP. On the other
hand, there was a signi�cant presence of parties calling for the ’indisputable’ Spanish
unity: Partido Popular (People’s Party) or PP, Ciudadanos (Citizens) or C’s and
Partit dels Socialistes de Catalunya (Socialists’ Party of Catalonia) or PSC, associated
to the Partido Socialista Obrero Español (Spanish Socialist Workers’ Party) or PSOE.
Although the majority of parties in Catalonia defended one of these two positions,
there were parties with a slightly more intermediate opinion; for example, Podemos
(We can).

During the time interval studied in Chapters 6 and 7 (from 15/09/2017 to
03/11/2017), a coalition of pro-independence parties held a parliamentary majority,
and “On November 9, 2015, the Catalan parliament narrowly approved a measure
to implement a ’peaceful disconnection from the Spanish state.’ Rajoy [the Span-
ish Prime Minister at the time] immediately reiterated the central government’s
position that any such move would be illegal and opposed by Madrid.”[Rod19]. A
highlight of this measure was the promise to hold a referendum which, despite the
opposition by the central Government, was carried out on 1 October 2017. “Cata-
lan o�cials stated that turnout was around 42 percent, with 90 percent of voters

1 Although in June 2018, a motion of no-con�dence was issued against the ruling party (PP) and
PSOE formed a minority government.
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voicing their support for independence” [Rod19]. This process of disconnection
of the Spanish state is commonly known as “procés”.

The time interval considered in our analysis spans from 15/09/2017 to 03/11/2017
and covers several key o�-line events related to the “procés”:

• On 1 October 2017, a referendum was held on the question of independence,
without approval of the central Government.

• On the 10th of October, the Catalan Government carried out the declaration
and suspension of independence of Catalonia: "’I assume the mandate of the
people for Catalonia to become an independent state in the shape of a repub-
lic,’ Mr. Puigdemont [the President of the Government of Catalonia at the
time] said, before adding, seconds later, that he and his Government would
’ask Parliament to suspend the e�ects of the declaration of independence so
that in the coming weeks we can undertake a dialogue.’" [MK17].

• On the 27th of October, the Catalan parliament declared, without the Span-
ish Government agreement, the independence of Catalonia (unilateral dec-
laration of independence or DUI by its initials in Spanish). The response
of Spanish Government was the enforcement of direct rule by the Spanish
Government through the use of Article 155 of the Spanish Constitution
[Ce].





GTHE P ageRank CENTRAL ITY MEASURE

Centrality measures give a notion of the importance of a node with respect to the
topology of the network. The simplest centrality measure is the degree; that is, the
number of neighbors of a node. This is a measure of local importance, which does
not integrate information of the network structure as a whole. Despite its simplicity,
degree is often a highly e�ective measure of the in�uence or importance of a node:
in many social settings people with more connections tend to have more power.

A more sophisticated version of the same idea is the eigenvector centrality. While
degree centrality consists in simply counting the links of a node, eigenvector cen-
trality assigns di�erent weight to each link depending on the importance of the
node at the other end. A high eigenvector score means that a node is connected to
many neighbors or that it has important neighbors (or both). More formally, let us
consider an unweighted, undirected and connected networkGwith an adjacency
matrix of elementsAij and let xi be the score of node i, which will be proportional
to the average of the scores of its neighbors:

xi =
1

λ

∑
j

Aijxj (G.1)

where λ is a constant. Notice how the recursive structure of equation (G.1) goes
beyond the local neighborhood and takes into account the whole topology of the
network. This equation can be rewritten in matrix form as:

A~x = λ~x (G.2)

Where~x is the vector of centralities. From the form of this equation the origin
of the name eigenvector centrality becomes clear: vector~x is an eigenvector of the
adjacency matrix with eigenvalueλ. By additionally requiring that every xi > 0, the
Perron-Frobenius theorem shows that λ is unique and corresponds to the largest
eigenvalue ofA [New10]. Although the eigenvector centrality can also be applied to
directed networks, it only assigns non-zero scores to nodes of the strongly connected
component or its out-component, which may be a small part of the network. The
reason is that a node with no incoming links (zero in-degree) has zero centrality,
so another node whose only incoming links come from nodes with zero in-degree
would also have zero centrality itself. This may not always be a desirable property;
after all, that second node has some popularity, even if it comes from unpopular
nodes.

The PageRank centrality is a slightly modi�ed version of the eigenvector cen-
trality developed by Google to rank websites that can be used to overcome this issue.
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For a directed networkGwhereAij = 1 if there is a link from j to i1; that is, j→ i,
PageRank is de�ned as follows:

PR(i) = (1− d) + d
∑
j

Aij

koutj

PR(i) (G.3)

Where koutj =
∑
kAkj is the out-degree of node j and d ∈ [0, 1] is called the

dumping factor and is usually chosen to be d = 0.85. Intuitively, PageRank can
be described as the probability distribution of �nding a random walk with restart
on a given node of the network [BP98]:

“We assume there is a "random surfer" who is given a web page at
random and keeps clicking on links, never hitting "back" but eventu-
ally gets bored and starts on another random page. The probability
that the random surfer visits a page is its PageRank. And, the d
damping factor is the probability at each page the "random surfer"
will get bored and request another random page.”

In matrix form, equation (G.3) can be written as follows:

~x = (1− d)~1+ dAD−1~x (G.4)

Where~x is again the vector of centralities,~1 is a vector of 1s andD is the diagonal
matrix of out-degree Djj = max(1,

∑
kAkj). By adding the constant term

to (G.2), the problem of assigning non-zero centralities only to a fraction of the
network is overcome. The reason for normalizing the adjacency matrix by the
out-degree is the following [New10]:

“PageRankworks on the Web precisely because having links to
your page from important pages elsewhere is a good indication that
your page may be important too. But the added ingredient of dividing
by the out-degrees of pages insures that pages that simply point to an
enormous number of others do not pass much centrality on to any of
them, so that, for instance, network hubs like Yahoo! do not have a
disproportionate in�uence on the rankings.”

Analogously, in a social networking site like Twitter, a user that mentions or
retweets others indiscriminately will not provide much centrality to them.

1 Notice that in this case we have inverted the convention that we use throughout the thesis (we usually
say that Aij = 1 if there is a link i → j). We have done so to simplify the notation (avoid having
to use the transpose of the adjacency matrix) and because it is the convention that is used in the
standard book on networks by Newman [New10].



HTHE RECE IVER -OPERAT ING CHARACTER I ST IC
(ROC ) CURVE

The outcome of a binary classi�cation task is the number of correctly and incorrectly
classi�ed samples, which are usually summarized in a confusion matrix, like the
one shown in Figure 4.4. From the TN true negatives, TP true positives, FN false
negatives and FP false positives, several measures of the quality of the classi�cation
can be computed, like the precision p and the recall r:

p =
TP

TP + FP
; r =

TP

TP + FN
=
TP

P
. (H.1)

However, these quality measures are associated to a speci�c operation point
[Bra97] which, in the case of the binary classi�cation models discussed in sec-
tion 4.2.5, usually corresponds to the classification threshold chosen after training
the model. Since the choice of classi�cation threshold is arbitrary, in applications
where one needs to measure the overall quality of the classi�cation model, quality
measures derived from a single operation point (a single confusion matrix) do not
provide enough information. The Area Under the Receiver-Operating Charac-
teristic Curve (AUC-ROC) is an alternative measure that is independent of the
operating point.
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Figure H.1: ROC curves for a random classi�er, a perfect classi�er and the intermediate
curve that is typically obtained in empirical settings.

The ROC is computed by sweeping through di�erent values of the classi�cation
threshold and computing for each of them the True Positive Rate (TPR or recall)
and the False Positive Rate (FPR = FP

FP+TN = FP
N ). Then, the TPR is plotted

against the FPR, as in Figure H.1. For a perfect classi�cation, TPR = 1 and FPR =
0, but in real world examples, for a su�ciently low classi�cation threshold, both
TPR and FPR are 0, and they start to rise when the threshold is increased. A random
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classi�er would generate the diagonal black line of Figure H.1: as the classi�cation
threshold rises, the random classi�er would start to detect true positives; but given
its randomness, it would also label the same proportion of negative samples as
positives (false positives). The empirical ROC curves are normally shaped like the
blue line, and the closer the line gets to the top left corner, the better the classi�er.
Since TPR, FPR ∈ [0, 1], the area under the ROC curve can take values between
0.5 for a random classi�er and 1, for a perfect one. Moreover, as the ROC curve is
built by sweeping through all the sensible values of the classi�cation threshold, its
area summarizes the overall quality of the classi�cation model.



IBU ILD ING THE EL ITE SETS TO APPLY MULT I POLAR
INFERENCE

In this Appendix we provide detailed information about the interaction networks
and elite sets built to study each of the systems of Chapter 6. As explained in Section
5.3.2, to build the elite we �rst �lter in�uential and engaged users (high number
of retweets and high participation ratio). Then we compute the communities of
the whole retweet network with a Hierarchical Stochastic Block Model [Pei14]
and identify the �ltered nodes whose community presents a clear a�nity for one
opinion pole using contextual information (we mainly check o�cial user accounts
of political parties). Finally, the listener set is built by taking the nodes of the retweet
network with a directed path to at least one elite user. The �nal elite-connected
network used to infer the opinion of the listeners is composed of both the elite set
and the listener set.

In Table I.1 we present the minimum number of retweets (RTmin) and mini-
mum percentage of participation days (PRmin) considered to �lter in�uential and
engaged users, as well as the number of users obtained by applying this �lter and the
number of users �nally selected as elite after analyzing the community assignment
of the �ltered users. The number of listeners and links of the corresponding retweet
network is also shown.

In Figures I.1 through I.5 we show the hierarchical community structure of
the in�uential and engaged users of each system according to the block model. In
this hierarchical structure, the �rst level corresponds to the individual nodes; in
the second level, nodes are aggregated in small communities, and the upper levels
progressively merge the nodes into larger and larger communities until the top
level is reached, where the whole network is in one community. In each �gure,
the nodes of the outermost circle are the in�uential and engaged users. The nodes
are grouped and colored according to the communities of a certain level. Those
same communities are represented as black squares in the second outermost circle.
Then, in each inner circle some of the communities of the immediate lower (outer)
level merge until all of them are in the same community at the top level. We have
labeled the levels such that level 0 corresponds to the one with smallest communities
(the level immediately above individual nodes) and the level with highest number
corresponds to the full network.

In each system, we have looked for the highest level where the communities
contain users from at most one pole (some may contain users from no poles, like
regular users, media, journalists...). In that level we have chosen communities where
we can �nd users with a clear a�liation to a pole and assigned all the users inside
those communities to the same pole. To avoid wrongly including neutral nodes
in a pole’s elite, we have elaborated a list of media accounts (TV, radio, press...)
which are removed from every elite set. Even if many media clearly lean towards
certain poles, we prefer not to �x their opinions a priori and assign them one with
the inference technique to minimize biases.

In Figure I.1 we show levels 3 to 7 of the Catalan independence system. At level 4
we �nd a community where all the politicians contained belong to political parties
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system poles RTmin/Tweets PRmin/% initial
elite

selected
elite

listeners links

Catalan independence (bi) 2 5500 80 497 324 1639013 15665794

Catalan independence (tri) 3 5500 80 497 401 1642411 15669692

Elections 2015 4 100 50 967 342 236855 730802
Elections 2016 4 100 50 1088 560 218643 699585

Elections 2019 28A 5 1000 70 1485 631 837056 7148478
Elections 2019 10N 5 800 58 1996 373 957873 8197547

Table I.1: Minimum retweets (RTmin) and minimum participation ration (PRmin) used to �lter the in�uential and engaged users (initial elite) for each Twitter conversation.
The selected elite corresponds to the number of users of the initial elite that have been assigned to a pole taking into account the community structure
and contextual information. The number of listeners and the number of links of the �nal elite-connected network are also shown.
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that are completely in favor of the Catalan independence and another one where all
the politicians contained belong to political parties that are completely against of the
Catalan independence. We also �nd a community mainly composed of Podemos
politicians and supporters (the third pole). The press accounts of that community
are removed using the list of media accounts mentioned above. The number of elite
users associated to each pole are presented in Table I.2.

Figure I.1: Levels 3 to 7 of the hierarchical community structure for in�uential and en-
gaged users of the Catalan independence system. The level used to build the
elite is highlighted in light blue and the speci�c communities assigned to each
pole are marked with squares of di�erent colors. Yellow: In favor of indepen-
dence. Red: Against independence. Purple: Podemos (third pole).

pole number of users

Against independence 139
Pro independence 185
Podemos 77

Table I.2: Number of users assigned to each pole of the Catalan independence system.

In Figure I.2 we show levels 2 to 5 of the Spanish elections of 2015. The higher
complexity of a quadripolar system makes it necessary to look for monopolar com-
munities at level 2 of the hierarchy and choose more than one community for
Podemos and PP poles. As can be appreciated in the �gure, the two communities
of Podemos merge in the immediate upper level, but the two communities of PP
do not merge until the top level. This counter-intuitive phenomenon may arise
for two reasons. One reason is related to the properties of the system, as the nodes
inside each of the two PP communities belong to di�erent sections of the party: in
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one of the communities we �nd the main user accounts (the o�cial account of
the party, the party’s candidate, etc.) and in the other one we �nd mainly accounts
associated to politicians and party branches from peripheral regions of Spain (An-
dalusia, Galicia and Catalonia for example). The other plausible reason stems from
the criterion of the employed block model to assign nodes to one community or
another. While many community detection algorithms aim to �nd groups of nodes
with dense intra-connectivity between them and sparse inter-connectivity to the
rest of the network, the block model we have used considers all possible connection
patterns when grouping nodes in a community. For example, in a star-like network
it may place all periphery nodes in one community and all the core nodes in an-
other, as those two blocks provide a very good description of the network topology.
Therefore, the separation of two communities may also emerge due to the di�erent
communication patterns of the users inside them. In any case, notice that a thick
bundle of links join the two communities. The number of elite users associated to
each pole are presented in Table I.3.

Podemos

Podemos

PSOE

Others

PP (main)OthersIU
OthersMedia

Journalists,
media and others

PP 
(peripheral)

UPyD
and others

Cs

Media

Others
Others

Catalan
parties

2

3

4

5

Figure I.2: Levels 2 to 5 of the hierarchical community structure for in�uential and en-
gaged users of the 2015 elections system. The level used to build the elite is
highlighted in light blue and the speci�c communities assigned to each pole are
marked with squares of di�erent colors. Blue: PP. Red: PSOE. Purple: Pode-
mos. Orange: Cs.

In Figure I.3 we show levels 2 to 7 of the Spanish elections of 2016. Again, we
choose level 2 to select the elite and we see that the Podemos and PP poles are
assigned two di�erent communities each. The communities do not merge until
reaching level 5, like most of the communities of the network. This may be explained
with the same arguments presented above: either they correspond to di�erent
branches of the parties or a di�erence in their communication patterns cause the
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pole number of users

PP 89
PSOE 49
Podemos 102
Cs 102

Table I.3: Number of users assigned to each pole of the Spanish elections of 2015.

model to put them in di�erent groups. The number of elite users associated to each
pole are presented in Table I.4.
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PP
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unions and others
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2
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Figure I.3: Levels 2 to 7 of the hierarchical community structure for in�uential and en-
gaged users of the 2016 elections system. The level used to build the elite is
highlighted in light blue and the speci�c communities assigned to each pole are
marked with squares of di�erent colors. Blue: PP. Red: PSOE. Purple: Pode-
mos. Orange: Cs.

In Figure I.4 we show levels 2 to 7 of the 28A elections of 2019. In this pentapo-
lar system the analysis grows again in complexity and at level 2, the highest with
monopolar communities, a high community fragmentation can be appreciated. The
number of elite users associated to each pole are presented in Table I.5.

In the 10N elections of 2019, whose community structure is presented in Figure
I.5, we need to choose an even lower level (level 1) to �nd appropriate communities
and, consequently, each pole is assigned a greater number of communities in order
to obtain a su�cient number of elite users. The number of elite users associated to
each pole are presented in Table I.6.
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pole number of users

PP 139
PSOE 122
Podemos 203
Cs 96

Table I.4: Number of users assigned to each pole of the Spanish elections of 2016.

Police
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PP
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Figure I.4: Levels 2 to 7 of the hierarchical community structure for in�uential and en-
gaged users of the 28A elections system. The level used to build the elite is
highlighted in light blue and the speci�c communities assigned to each pole are
marked with squares of di�erent colors. Blue: PP. Red: PSOE. Purple: Pode-
mos. Orange: Cs. Green: Vox.

pole number of users

PP 79
PSOE 77
Podemos 174
Cs 91
Vox 210

Table I.5: Number of users assigned to each pole of the Spanish elections of 2019 28A.
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Podemos

Podemos

Vox

Vox

Cs

Cs

Cs

PSOE

PSOE
PP
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Figure I.5: Levels 1 to 8 of the hierarchical community structure for in�uential and en-
gaged users of the 10N elections system. The level used to build the elite is
highlighted in light blue and the speci�c communities assigned to each pole are
marked with squares of di�erent colors. Blue: PP. Red: PSOE. Purple: Pode-
mos. Orange: Cs. Green: Vox.

pole number of users

PP 33
PSOE 83
Podemos 102
Cs 66
Vox 89

Table I.6: Number of users assigned to each pole of the Spanish elections of 2019 10N.
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